
What is NBX Berlin 2022?

Next Block Expo is one of the biggest blockchain events in Europe

and the first blockchain festival. It brings founders, investors

and blockchain experts together to redefine & discover the future of web3.

The event will be held in Berlin on November 23-24, 2022.

Where does the Next Block Expo Berlin 2022 take place?

The event venue is Station Berlin.

Luckenwalder Str. 4-6, 10963, Berlin. VIEW ON MAP

You can find more information about the venue here - VENUE
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/STATION+Berlin/@52.4992271,13.3734945,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47a85033cf870919:0xfa39d6d8b9a59bb2!8m2!3d52.4993597!4d13.3756849?shorturl=1
https://www.google.com/maps/place/STATION+Berlin/@52.4992271,13.3734945,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47a85033cf870919:0xfa39d6d8b9a59bb2!8m2!3d52.4993597!4d13.3756849?shorturl=1
https://nextblockexpo.com/venue/


How to get to the STATION Berlin from Berlin city center?

More information

Is there any parking available?

We advice you to use public transport because there is only a limited

number of parking spaces available.

STATION Berlin garage

You can drive into the garage via Schöneberger Ufer

Hours of operation: entry and exit Mo-So 24 hours

Fees:

for short-term parking:

per started hour: EUR 2.00

Daily maximum: EUR 20.00

Contact details

COPRO/Parkhaus Gleisdreieck/Car park More: STATION Berlin
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https://nextblockexpo.com/venue/
https://nextblockexpo.com/venue/
https://nextblockexpo.com/venue/
https://copro-gruppe.de/en/property-management/contact/
https://www.station-berlin.de/en/location_directions/location.html


Accomodation

Hotel Deals in Berlin for Next Block Expo 2022 thanks to partnership with

TravelCare. 5% discount with our code "nextblockexpo" and you can pay

with crypto

Book your hotel nextblockexpo.com/hotels

NBX App

The NBX App will be ready to use 10 days before the event. We will inform

via our social media channels and newsletter.

The Next Block Expo Agenda

The Preliminary Agenda is already published - nextblockexpo.com/agenda-

snapshot

Updated weekly. We’re adding new sessions all the time.

When does registration start?

Registration begins on 23.11 at 8:30 am, and the event starts at 10:00 am.
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https://nextblockexpo.com/agenda-snapshot


on the website: nextblockexpo.com/tickets

Eventbrite

How do I get Next Block Expo tickets?

Book tickets for the Next Block Expo Berlin 2022:

General - nextblockexpo.com/for-general-attendees

Investor - nextblockexpo.com/for-investors

Startup - nextblockexpo.com/for-startups

VIP - nextblockexpo.com/for-vips

Women in Web3 - nextblockexpo.com/women-in-web3

Students - nextblockexpo.com/free-student-tickets-and-scholarship/

Developers - nextblockexpo.com/free-developers-tickets/

What are the types of tickets for the Next Block Expo?

How can I find Next Block Expo on social media?

Tickets

Do you have any question?

Check our FAQ

Contact our Team: support@nextblockexpo.com
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https://nextblockexpo.com/tickets/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/next-block-expo-the-blockchain-festival-of-europe-tickets-388712949897?aff=erelexpmlt
https://nextblockexpo.com/for-general-attendees/
https://nextblockexpo.com/for-investors/
https://nextblockexpo.com/for-startups/
https://nextblockexpo.com/for-vips/
https://nextblockexpo.com/women-in-web3/
https://nextblockexpo.com/free-student-tickets-and-scholarship/
https://nextblockexpo.com/free-developers-tickets/
https://twitter.com/nextblockexpo
https://www.facebook.com/NextBlockExpo
https://instagram.com/nextblockexpo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/next-block-expo/
https://t.me/nbxchat
https://intercom.help/nextblockexpo/en
mailto:support@nextblockexpo.com

